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NFL Draft 2019 Scouting Report: (2) DT Ed Oliver, Houston 

and DT Quinnen Williams, Alabama 

*DL grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, leaked Wonderlic 

test results, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available. 

 

I’m going to write these two scouting reports simultaneously because these two guys are inextricably 

bound together in this draft.  And with good reason, they’re two excellent players at the same position, 

with enough similarities, and enough differences to make the comparisons/arguments about which is 

the better NFL prospect both valuable and inevitable.  I’d be repeating myself a lot doing two separate 

versions and you’d be inclined to read both, flipping back and forth to compare – so, let’s do them 

together for continuity’s sake. 

Another reason to work on them together is – they are both great DT prospects, arguably two of the 

best DT prospects to be discussed in the past decade(?) Everyone likes/loves both. If I were going to 

slam one of them, then it would be pretty groundbreaking to isolate on one of them, and I’d like to be a 

radical but I can’t here…they are both ‘A’ grade prospects. 

So, which one is better? 

Are either or both better than Aaron Donald? 

Let me make my case for each guy as the best DT prospect in 2019… 

Ed Oliver – a real freak show athlete. The way he moves at his size…amazing. Putting up 32 bench 

press reps on top of his speed-agility ability…crazy. His pre-Draft workout numbers are only eclipsed 

by Aaron Donald among DT prospects, in my analysis. 

Quinnen Williams – lost in the shuffle is how freakish Williams is…a 300+ pound guy running 4.83 40-

time is pretty sick. 4.8 is not usually a sexy number to discuss, in general, but at 300+ pounds it’s 

arguably sexier than Oliver running a 4.73 at his Pro Day (which means closer to 4.8) at 287 pounds. 

Both guys are high effort, solid character guys. I don’t see them taking plays off. 

Both put up nice numbers in their best college seasons, and per game activities. Quinnen, arguably, with 

a little edge because he was huge in the SEC, whereas Oliver was rolling over mostly AAC opponents. 

However, Quinnen played with a much better defensive group/team…and you couldn’t just double him 

every play and take your chances with everyone else. It was ‘a thing’ by opponents to double Oliver and 

try and let the rest of the Houston defense beat them. They were both doubled in college, but Oliver 

more so on an inferior team compared to Williams…so, minor edge there for Oliver(?) 
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So many positives with these two guys, I’d be wasting your time rehashing them because everyone is 

saying the same/obvious things. Now, let’s get dirty. Let’s talk negatives…are there any? Yes. 

Ed Oliver – Very blockable one-on-one…shockingly so. I expected to see a wild stallion who couldn’t be 

contained, but Oliver is just a big (though undersized in NFL terms), strong dude trying to speed through 

blockers and mostly I saw him get absorbed and locked up at the interior line of scrimmage. 

Where Oliver changes the game…if you make a mistake, or he has an opening – he’s going to consume 

the backfield in a hurry. He makes the sexy plays and makes them look ‘wow’…however, in his craft, he’s 

only making 1-2-3 sexy plays a game and is blocked away a lot of the other time. Not to dismiss what he 

has, because most DTs are blocked away and they DON’T possess that closing/chasing speed but Oliver’s 

Superman-dom is a bit overwrought in my opinion. Still great, but not the greatest I’ve ever seen. 

Oliver’s amazing measurables, though!! Solomon Thomas had as good/better workout numbers 

weighing just two-pounds less. Not trying to pick one guy and make/break a case, just noting the killer 

workout alone doesn’t guarantee success. Thomas was seen more as a 3-4 DE, whereas Oliver is seen 

more as a 4-3 DT and occasional NT in a 3-4…Oliver more of a pure DT than Thomas, but Thomas was a 

top 3 pick and ‘can’t miss’ with his size and measurables -- and he’s missed/busted wildly in the NFL so 

far. 

Quinnen Williams – Also, surprisingly, quite block-able one-on-one. I’d say maybe less so than Oliver 

because Williams has such mass. I’ve seen other DT prospects who are so core strong they push an 

entire side of the line backwards nearly every snap (and don’t make many statistical ‘plays’, but open 

the door for others)… Williams and Oliver were not destroying the better blockers they faced straight up 

every play. 

Williams is so good because he’s so nimble and alert on the interior as a 4-3 DT, but against top teams 

like Georgia and Clemson, he didn’t dominate them. Williams is good/great, not great/amazing. Nothing 

wrong with that…great is great. I just didn’t see the most amazing DT prospect I’d ever seen watching his 

tape…but he is very good/great. And Williams is less ‘sexy’ than Oliver, in general, because he doesn’t 

make the cat-quick sexy plays like Oliver…the kinda plays that make the TV highlights. Williams just 

chops wood well on every play. 

Both guys are ‘A’ prospects for sure…just, maybe, not ‘A+’ for me, and that answers the question about 

whether either is better than Aaron Donald. The answer is no. I’ve never seen anything (among DTs) 

like Aaron Donald…neither on tape nor his workout numbers. 

I like both Williams and Oliver a lot, like everyone does. I like Oliver a bit more because he has some 

markers of ‘A+’ shining through and has versatility in how he could be used because of his tweener size, 

but in the right defense Williams will be a solid top NFL defensive lineman. You can’t go wrong with 

either, depending upon how you’re going to use them…both have top 10 draft pick profiles. 
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If you told me in 25 years, one was a Hall of Famer and the other was good but forgotten, I’d assume 

Oliver was the HOF’er, which is why I would take him over Williams, if I were an NFL GM…but I’m happy 

to have either. 

Character-wise, both checked out fine. 

The whole thing with ‘the jacket thing’ and Ed Oliver in 2018…it’s hurting his NFL establishment value 

but not his real value in NFL war rooms. First, note -- what Baker Mayfield did off the field in his career 

was 10x worse (just judging it for shock value, but I was pro-Baker and not bothered by any of his 

antics…more endeared by them)…and Baker went #1 overall and was a star right away. Oliver’s jacket 

thing won’t hurt his draft value in the real NFL. 

In case you don’t recall the incident, Oliver sustained a mild knee injury mid-2018 season, and was 

missing for a few games which left some people whining that maybe he was milking it because he knew 

he would be a top NFL pick (although when Nick Bosa does it…it’s seen as logical and intelligent). It is so 

ridiculous that a future multi-millionaire would risk his knee and draft stock by coming back too early 

from an injury…it’s stupid to knock Oliver for that. To me, it shows how smart he is. The NFL 

establishment is more ‘rub some dirt on it’ old-school minds with zero business or life sense - they are 

selfish baby-wants-their-binky mindsets who just want to see Oliver perform, damn his career outlook. 

So, Oliver is wearing a Houston Cougars winter jacket in this one game in 2018…a team issued jacket, 

but apparently these jackets were only for the players playing/starters in the game for Houston. Coach’s 

rule…and if you ever thought I was too over the top saying the football coaches are some of the 

dumbest people walking among us – get this jacket situation… 

Houston’s best football player (Oliver), maybe ever(?), is hurt, missing the game, in sweats and on the 

sidelines…and wearing one of the jackets. At some point before the half, the coach goes over…in-game 

and starts grabbing the front of the jacket, somewhat trying to undress Oliver on the spot and tells him 

he can’t wear the jacket. Read that sentence again and realize how utterly stupid football coaches are in 

too many occasions. Oliver loses his mind, rightfully so, and starts going bananas at the coach on the 

sidelines on TV…another coach has to separate irate Ed Oliver, as the coach walks away not looking at 

him like the scared weasel he was/is. You don’t do that to your best player, best player by 

multiples…only not playing due to injury. You don’t do that on the field/sidelines during live action on 

TV…you wait until halftime or worst case you send an assistant to ask nicely. Instead, the coach goes 

over and starts trying to take the coat off himself like a total buffoon. 

I wish Oliver would have knocked the coach’s block off right then and there. Instead, he gives the jacket 

back and disappears the rest of the game. Oliver then actually plays in a game the following week, 

hurt…and has to leave it early because he’s not 100%. Oliver is a better man than I am…I would have 

never played another down for that coach knowing my future ahead. The whole incident really worked 

for the coach…his then 8-3 team was doing well until jacket-gate…and then they lost their next two 
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games by a combined score of 122-45. Getting utterly embarrassed in their bowl game, allowing 70 

points to Army (Oliver sat out their bowl game). 

The establishment saw Oliver as ‘out of line’ in this incident and his draft stock fell with the pearl-

clutching media. I don’t think it meant a thing in NFL Draft reality come draft day one. Oliver is a good-

to-great kid. Humble background with great parents. A farm boy/worker mentality growing up with a 

love of horses. An AAC Honor Roll student in 2016. There is no issue with Oliver…just the NFL 

establishment with its unchecked love of all things ‘coach’ was bothered by the incident. I love it for 

Oliver, if I’m an NFL evaluator…and I am. Shows he doesn’t take crap from people when he shouldn’t. 

 

  

Ed Oliver and Quinnen Williams, Through the Lens of Our DT Scouting 

Algorithm: 
 

This stat should help prove my point on Oliver and Williams ‘very good’ vs. ‘great’ argument… 

13.5 sacks (0.42 per game) = Oliver in his 32-game college career 

10.0 sacks (0.42 per game) = Williams in his 24-game college career 

11.0 sacks (0.84 per game) = Donald in his final season at Pitt/2013 (13 games) 

Donald had 29.5 sacks in his career…and sacks are not easy to come by for a DT, but Donald was a 

master at getting them in college…otherworldly. Williams and Oliver are just ‘good’ by comparison.  

 

What starts to separate Williams and Oliver might be found in their career TFLs…a number derived by 

sheer ability to pierce the O-Line and make tackles… 

53.0 TFLs (1.66 per game) = Oliver in his 32-game college career 

26.0 TFLs (1.08 per game) = Williams in his 24-game college career 

66.0 TFLs (1.47 per game) = Donald in his 45-game college career 

 

More data on who’s getting to the backfield and creating turnovers/havoc?  

11 passes defended and 5 forced fumbles = Oliver in his 32-game college career 
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01 pass defended and NO forced fumbles = Williams in his 24-game college career 

11 passes defended and 6 forced fumbles = Donald in his 45-game college career 

 

This is not meant to ding Williams like he’s a bad prospect…it’s just Oliver has more statistical evidence 

of dominance and getting into the backfield/making disruptive plays than Quinnen Williams did. 

 

 

 

QUINNEN WILLIAMS -- 2019 NFL Combine Measurables… 

6’3.0”/303, 9.6” hands, 33.2” arms 

4.83 40-time, 2.80 20-yard, 1.67 three-cone 

DNP agility times 

DNP bench, 30.5” vertical, 9’4” broad jump 

 

ED OLIVER -- 2019 Combine/Pro Day Measurables… 

6’1.7”/287, 9.3” hands, 31.8” arms 

4.73 40-time, 4.22 shuttle, 7.15 three-cone 

32 bench reps, 36.0” vertical, 10’0” broad jump 

 

AARON DONALD -- 2016 NFL Combine Measurables… 

6’0.6”/285, 9.9” hands, 32.6” arms 

4.68 40-time, 2.73 20-ya5rd, 1.63 10-yard 

4.27 shuttle, 7.11 three-cone 

35 bench reps, 32.0” vertical, 9’8” broad jump 
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The Historical DT Prospects to Whom Ed Oliver and Quinnen Williams Most Compares 

Within Our System: 

 

Ed Oliver is poor man’s Aaron Donald. How poor? We’re about to find out. Donald is the only comp for 

Oliver.  

 

DT 
Grade 

Last First Draft 
Yr 

College H W Power 
Strgth 

Speed 
Agility 

Pass 
Rusher 

Tackle 
rating 

NT 
Profile 

11.836 Oliver  Ed 2019 Houston 73.7 287 10.36 11.54 9.58 11.73 6.30 

13.302 Donald Aaron 2014 Pitt 72.6 285 11.68 14.10 12.88 12.90 6.19 

8.916 Thomas Solomon 2017 Stanford 74.5 285 7.26 12.14 10.43 9.11 4.84 

7.801 Johnson Rufus 2013 Tarleton St 77.4 288 6.22 9.40 13.34 8.80 2.36 

7.411 Edebali Kasim 2014 Boston Coll 74.0 288 5.46 9.60 8.80 8.45 1.24 

 

 

If Williams can become the next Richard Seymour, his draft team will be ecstatic. If he ends up the next 

Jaye Howard or Chris Wormley…that’s nice, but not what was expected.  

 

DT 
Grade 

Last First Draft 
Yr 

College H W Power 
Strgth 

Speed 
Agility 

Pass 
Rusher 

Tackle 
rating 

NT 
Profile 

10.199 Williams  Quinnen 2019 Alabama 75.0 303 8.50 9.65 9.29 8.95 4.80 

10.427 Seymour Richard 2001 Georgia 78.2 299 7.85 8.28 6.09 9.82 7.44 

8.012 Howard Jaye 2012 Florida 75.0 301 7.14 8.96 7.80 8.34 3.40 

8.931 Wormley Chris 2017 Michigan 77.0 298 7.95 9.80 10.00 7.89 2.95 

7.797 Lowry Dean 2016 Nrthwstn 77.6 296 7.64 8.83 6.67 7.90 4.84 

10.199 Williams  Quinnen 2019 Alabama 75.0 303 8.50 9.65 9.29 8.95 4.80 

10.427 Seymour Richard 2001 Georgia 78.2 299 7.85 8.28 6.09 9.82 7.44 

 

*A score of 8.00+ is where we see a stronger correlation of DTs going on to become NFL 

good/great/elite. A score of 10.00+ is more rarefied air in our system, and indicates a greater probability 

of becoming an NFL elite DT. 
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All of the DT ratings are based on a 0–10 scale, but a player can score negative, or above a 10.0 in 

certain instances. 

Power-Strength Metrics = A combination of several measurements. An attempt to classify the DT 

prospect as more of a battle-in-the-trenches type of DT, and/or a DT prospect who has nose tackle 

capabilities. 

Speed-Agility Metrics = A combination of several speed, agility, size measurements. A unique measuring 

system to look for DTs who profile for quickness, and/or a DT prospect who might have some DE 

capabilities. 

Pass-Rusher Rating = A combination of physical measurables, and college performance, graded 

historically for future NFL profiling. In the simplest of terms, this is an attempt to classify whether a 

particular DT is likely to achieve high sack totals in the NFL. We know the ‘system’/scheme the DT goes 

on to play in has a part in future success...but so do the player’s skills and performance history. 

Tackling Rating = A combination of physical measurables, and college performance, graded historically 

for future NFL profiling. In the simplest of terms, this is an attempt to classify the DT as one more likely to 

be involved in a heavy amount of tackles, tackles for a loss, and forced fumbles. Lower scoring DTs in this 

sub-category tend to be more pure ‘pluggers’, and not as active on the stat sheet. It also gives some 

insight of the ‘toughness’ of a player, if it is possible to quantify that (this is our attempt to). 

NT Profile = This is an attempt to show which of these DT prospects has a profile to become a pure nose 

tackle/‘space-eater’ in the middle. It is not a 1–10 scale rating of a prospect’s skill/profile, it’s an attempt 

to point us in a direction of what this DT can be useful as (or not). Some DT prospects will grade off the 

charts on the NT profile, essentially a worst-case scenario of “put him in the middle and just let him be a 

wall.” There is NFL value in that ‘ability’. 

  

 

2019 NFL Draft Outlook: 

Both guys are going top 10 and Williams will likely go ahead of Oliver because of ‘Alabama’ and ‘Jacket-

gate’. Both ridiculous reasons…but both real. 

If I were an NFL GM, I have to swing for the fences and go with the freak in Ed Oliver. Williams is a fine 

consolation, but I don’t see a franchise DT in him, I do see the possibility with Oliver. Easy decision for 

me to go with Oliver. 
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NFL Outlook:    

Both have good-to-great college careers and make their draft teams happy. Oliver the potential 

superstar a la Aaron Donald, but I think he’ll fall short of becoming that, but maybe not and maybe he 

becomes that star…and that’s why I like him a touch better. 

You want the next Aaron Donald, don’t you? The guy is arguably the single best player in the NFL, 

no? Leonard Williams, Jonathan Allen and Fletcher Cox are nice…but who cares, in comparison to 

Donald? That’s my Oliver case in a nutshell. 
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